TerraSeeds Practical Technical Analysis (PTA) Stock Market Trading Course

Our full day course is suitable for both Novice and Professional Traders and Investors. The course is designed to bring you pillars of Technical Analysis and Chart Reading for you to buy or sell stocks.

PTA is a step by step guidance with many trainer and assistant trainers coaching using real case studies.

Key Highlights of PTA Stock Trading Course:

1. Ideal for Novice in Technical Analysis or Stock Trading/Investment
2. Step by step guidance with real-life Singapore Stock Case Studies
3. Practice on the spot with trainers and coaches to reinforce concepts learnt
4. Acquire Pillars of Technical Analysis to formulate precise entry and exit points
5. 3 high power strategies for you to make money in any market conditions (bull, bear or sideways)
6. Regular Revision Practice Class that updates you on stocks and strategies for Singapore Stock Market ($15 for 2 hours)

Your investment for Best Selling Stock Trading Course is $190

10% discount each if 2 or more pax sign up at the same time

Call us at 6492 3196 or register online at www.terraseeds.com
NOW!

PTA Trading Course lists in CPF www.imsavvy.sg
Website has more than 50 intakes of students
Module 1 – Basic of Technical Analysis

1. Crowd Psychology and Technical Analysis
2. Introduction to Free Charting Resources – your essential tools for Technical Analysis
3. Introduction to Charts and Candlesticks – a step by step guidance to different elements in a chart
4. Use of Different Timeframe - use daily and monthly chart to make decisions for short and long term investment

Module 2 – How to identify Market Direction and Market Reversal

1. Determine Market Direction – differentiate between trending and ranging market to formulate your strategies
2. Identify Trending and Ranging Market – identification of different market types with simple criteria
3. Identify Change in Trend – bullish and bearish reversal pattern helps you anticipate a change in direction

Precise Entry and Exit Point to buy or sell based on TerraSeeds customized Dow Theory Reversal Pattern
Module 3 – Trading with Volume – the leading indication

1. **Psychology of Price and Volume** – a detailed explanation of using Volume with Price
2. **Trading Rules with Volume** – full set of rules with Volume, know where you can ride the trend fully or when you will need to avoid a trade
3. **7 Days Rule** – learn how to cope with forced selling and margin call; turn it to your favour to buy cheap
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Module 4 – Power Supports and Resistances to formulate Entry and Exit Points

1. **Use of Trend Lines** – many might be wondering if their trend lines are drawn correctly. We give you the *professional way* of drawing trend lines using ECL method, where books and public domain do not readily mentioned. To every trend line that was drawn, we draw two (2). We also show you how to identify the more important trend lines.
2. **Support and Resistance** – you might be less confident whether the support or resistance (SAR) you have identified is strong. No worries, you will get exposure to many types of support and resistance via practicing on the spot with the trainers.
3. **Entry and Exit with SAR** – go practical now! Let’s look into the critical elements on profitable entry and exit

Module 5 - Strategies for Any Market Conditions (Bull or Bear Market)

1. **Strategy, Strategy and Strategy** – Congratulations! You have equipped yourself with solid foundation of Technical Analysis. We will be sharing on 3 strategies that you can use effectively to make money in a bull or bear market.
2. **Smart Money (SM)** – For use in a *bullish* market. Spot trails of smart money in strong fundamental stocks
3. **Break-Rest-Break (BRB)** – For use in a *bullish or bearish* market. Don’t worry if you missed out on a signal. BRB allows you to re-enter and join in the trade again with even minimum risk
4. **WTT Reversal** – For use in a *bullish or bearish or sideways* market. This is a trend reversal strategy that has a high chance to succeed than other trend reversal strategy.
Precise Entry and Exit based on Break-Rest-Break Strategy (BRB) with High Reward to Risk Ratio

Ride either bull or bear trend fully with WTT Reversal – the high probability, low risk reversal trade suitable for both investors and traders in intraday trading or investing
Module 6 - Money Management – Evaluate Risk & Reward

1. **Money Management** – It is most important to execute the strategies taught with money management. Students will be taught to evaluate their *risk and reward* to determine their position side. This is the ingredient for consistent high profit and probably the Holy Grail in trading or investing.